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INTRODUCTION
“If the law was clear on an issue, we would not be dealing with it. Whenever we convene the
Court, it is likely that the result will affect the law in future”: Chief Justice Chaskalson.
The Constitutional Court functions only in relation to constitutional matters. All have access to the
Court, but must seek leave to approach. Once a petition is received, the Court itself decides whether
this is a constitutional matter that it should hear or whether it belongs in another court at another level
of the system.
Most cases that come to the Court are appeals from other courts, usually the High Court or the
Supreme Court of appeal. In rare case, matters come directly to the Constitutional Court when it is in
the interests of justice that direct access be granted or when there is extreme urgency.
Another role of the Constitutional Court is to decide the constitutionality of Bills that are being debated
in parliament.
It is difficult for ordinary people to state legal issues clearly without using legal counsel. Individuals
who feel that their constitutional rights have been infringed upon should therefore use either a lawyer
or legal organisation such as Lawyers for Human Rights.
Applicants need to fulfil special requirements, which include showing that the matter is of crucial social
importance, is in the interests of good governance, and it in the interests of justice
.

Lodging of a new case
• Check the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

a) Heading:
CONSTITUTIONAL COURT
b) Bound; Rule 20(2)(e)
c) R75.00 Revenue Stamp
d) 25 copies
e) Proof of prior service
f)
Physical addresses
g) Telephone/fax numbers
h) Electronic version
i)
Filed within 10 days

STEPS TO TAKE

•

Acknowledge by way of a
date stamp and your signature

• Register on Case Register

STEPS FOLLOWS
• Diarize matter for 10 days to
check on the Notice of
Opposition
• Make extra copies
• Draft distribution list and get
paraph from Registrar
• Inform Law Clerks by way of email

CAPTURING OF DATA
• Create a folder for each case on “Court info”
• Organize sub folders for the following:
–
–
–
–
–

Application
Heads of Argument: Applicant
Heads of Argument: Respondent
Directions/correspondence
Amicus Curia

• Capturing of data needs to be done into the correct folder as soon
as possible
• Forward electronic document to Faathima (Justice Yacoob) and
Sibu (Website)

DIRECTIONS
• Directions will be given by one of the Justices to the Registrar. The
Registrar will forward the Directions to the General Office to be
drafted.
• Prepare Directions and adhere to the following:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Check spelling
Justify the content
Confirm fax numbers
Check addresses
Very the format
Spaces between lines

• Registrar needs to check/sign the Directions
• Fax immediately

DIRECTIONS
• Verify the transmission result report whether it was received by the
recipient
• File the Directions and the transmission result report on the
particular file under the correct heading;
(Directions/Correspondence)
• Diaries the date of the Court Hearing on the Court Roll as well as
the dates on which we expect to receive the Record and Heads of
Argument.

HEADS OF ARGUMENTS
• Check the Calendar every day.
• Make enquiries when Heads are not lodged, and inform the
Registrar accordingly
• When Heads are lodged, check the following:

– Is the document served on the other parties
– Is it correctly bound
– Are there 25 copies

• Acknowledge receipt of documents by way of a date stamp and put
your signature with the space of the date stamp
• Register the document on the Case List

HEADS OF ARGUMENTS
• Draft distribution list/memo; get the paraph from Registrar
• Inform Law Clerks by way of an e-mail of new documents for them
to collect

JUSTICE YACOOB AND
FAATHIMA
• Ensure that Faathima receive all electronic versions which is
compatible to the current software of the Court

JUDGMENTS/RECORDS FROM
OTHER COURTS
• Registrar will attend to other Registrars to request judgments given
in Courts

JUDGMENTS
• Justices will inform Registrar of a date on which a particular matter
will be handed down. A letter need to be draft to notify parties
involved, of the judgment which will be handed down.
• File the said instruction on the Instruction File
• Draft the Notice an let Registrar sign it.
• Fax Notice to all parties
• Check the transmission result report whether it was received.
• On day when Judgment is handed down:
– Hard copies of Judgment/media summary should be at hand before
10h00
– Obtain judgment on e-mail/disk from Law Clerks
– Capture data on the relevant folder under “Judgment”

GENERAL RULES
• Documents need to be
bound – preferable in
book form

• Law Clerks need to sign
for all documents

